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Existence and asymptotic behavior of solutions are given for the equation u’(t) = 
-A(t) u(t) + F(t, UJ (t > 0) and u0 = cp E C([-r, 0); X) = C. The space X is a 
Banach space; the family {A(f) 10 < t < T) of unbounded linear operators defined 
on D(A) c X + X generates a linear evolution system and F: C-+X is continuous 
with respect to a fractional power of A(&,) for some t, E [0, T]. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The class of functional differential equations we study are represented by 
the model 
vL-5 t) = 0, t) vx,tx, t) + f(& Vx, I - r), v,tx, t - r)), 
o<x<n, t>o, 
v-(0, t) = V(7r, t) = 0, t 2 0, 
w, t) = q(x, f). ogx<n, -r<t<O, 
where f is a linear or nonlinear scalar-valued function, r is a positive real 
number, and (D is a given initial function. The above problem as will be 
shown in Section 4 can be written as an abstract ordinary functional 
differential equation in a Banach space 
U’(f) = --A(r) U(f) + F(t, UJ, f>O 
(1.1) 
240 = p. 
Recently Travis and Webb [ 81 have considered this problem when A(t) = A 
and --A generates an analytic semigroup of linear operators. Fitzgibbon has 
considered Eq. (1.1) with F(., .) continuous [2] and Lipschitz continuous 
[ 11. Paper [7] also contains results for equations of the form (1.1). 
The following notation will be used throughout: X denotes a Banach space 
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with norm ]I . ]I, r a positive real number, and if u is a function with domain 
[a-r, u + b], then for any t E [u,u + b], U, will denote the function with 
domain [--r, O] defined by u,(0) = u(t + t9), --I < 8 < 0. 
2. EXISTENCE 
In this section we establish local existence of solutions for the integrated 
version of Eq. (1.1). That is, we will establish existence for 
u(t) = W(t, 0) q(0) + if W(t, s) F(s, 24,) ds, u<t<T,, 
-(I (2.1) 
uo=9v), 
where { W(t, s) ) 0 <s < t Q T} is the linear evolution system generated by 
A(t). Then under additional assumptions on F we show that a solution u(t) 
of Eq. (2.1) also satisfies 
u’(t) = -A(t) u(t) + F(t, u,), u<t<T,, 
(2.2) 
u, = 9. 
The following assumptions are needed [3, pp. 108-l 111: 
(A,) The domain D(A) of A(t) (t E [0, T]) is dense in the Banach 
space X and independent of t. A(t) is a closed linear operator. 
(A2) For each t E [0, T] the resolvent R&A(t))= (II -A(t))-’ of 
A(t) exists for all L with Rel< 0 and ]IR(,l,A(r))]] < C/III + 1. 
(A,) For any t, s, r E [0, T] there exists a 0 < 6 < 1 and K > 0 so that 
lI(~(t)-A(r))A-‘(~)/l <Klf-46. 
(A4) For each t E [0, T] and some L E p@(t)), the resolvent set of 
A(t), R&A(t)) is a compact operator. 
Statements (A,)-(A,) imply there exists a family of bounded linear 
operators {@(t, s) ( 0 < s < t & T) with I] @(t, s)]] < C ] t - s]~-’ such that the 
operator-valued function W(t, r) can be defined for 0 < r < t < T by 
W(& 5) = e-u-r)Aw + -’ e-(f-sMs)@(S, @ &* 
I T 
Here the family of linear operators {e-rA(t) 1 r > O), represents the analytic 
semigroup generated by -A(t). Assumption (A,) guarantees that -A(t) 
generates an analytic semigroup. The family of linear operators 
( W(t, r) IO Q r < t < T) is strongly jointly continuous in r and t and maps X 
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into D(A) if t > t. The derivative aIV(t, r)/& exists in the strong topology 
and belongs to B(X) for t > r. Furthermore, alV(t, s)/& is strongly 
continuous in t whenever 0 < r < t < T. Finally IV(t, r) satisfies the equation 
[3, pp. 109 and 1071 
aFqt, ?)/a = -A(t) W(t, r) 
W(r, 5) = I, 
and 
for t E (r, T], 
(2.3) 
Conditions (A,)-(A,) imply that for each t E [0, T] the integral 
A -a(I) = l/Z-(a) jff sum’ e-“(‘) ds (2.4) 
exists for each a E (0, 11. The operator defined by (2.4) is a bounded linear 
operator and A -“(t) A -4(t) = A -(a+D)(t). The operator A”(t) =def 
(A -O(t))-’ is a closed linear operator with D@“(t)) dense in X and 
II@“(~)) c o(A4(t)) if a a/3. With the norm IIxII,,~ = IIA”(t)xll, D@“(t)) is 
a Banach space and we denote this space by X,(t). 
The following estimates are true [3, pp. 160-1631: 
II~yW~-4Wll &KGO, Y) IIWW’(dl’ 
<Kt,&y)[Klr--I*+ lly<WLy)~, 
(2.5) 
IlAb emrAt’) II < (W,Q/.r4) em”“, 
llA4(0 V, r)ll <H/-9 It- rl-4y 
t > 0, p >, 0, w > 0, 
o<p<1tt 
(2.6) 
for some t > 0, where K(j?) and K(j?, y) indicate the dependence of these 
constants on /3 and y. 
Finally (A4) implies that A -4(t) is compact for all /I > 0 and the inclusion 
X,(r) c Xo(f) is compact for a > p > 0. 
The results given above for semigroups of linear operators, evolution 
systems, and fractional powers of operators can be found in Freidman [3, 
pp. 108-130, 158-1691 and Sololevskii [6, pp. 20-301. Fractional powers 
and semigroups can be found in Henry [4] and Pazy [5]. 
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For some t, E [0, T] we consider the space C, =def C([-r, 01; X,(t,) ] 
with norm )]v,]lc, = sup-rceco ]],4”(&,) cp(B)]]. Also for some open set 
D c [0, ro) x C, we let F be a continuous function from D into X. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. If conditions (A,)-(A,) hold and if F is continuous 
from the open set D into X, then for each (u, rp) E D, there exist a T, 
(T > T, > 0) and a continuous function U: [a - r, u + T,) + D@“(Q) 
satisfying Eq. (2.1). 
Proof. Let I,=(t:O<t<d} and Bd={~EC,:II~llcO<dd), where d 
and d have been chosen to ensure that (u + t, rp + I,V) E D and 
]]F(a + t, rp + w)]] <N for all (t, w) E I, x B,. The numbers d and d exist 
since F is continuous and D is open. Define the function (O’E C([a - r, 
c + p]; Xa(to)) by I$* = (p and $(CJ + t) = W(t + u, a) ~(0) for t E I,. Choose 
dl < d and let 0 < T, < d be chosen so that RF(a) N_T,/l -a <d’, 
(Z?(a) =def K(a, 1) K(a)), (0 < a < l), and I]v)~+~ - p]lc, < d - d’ for all 
tEz,. 
Define X0 to be the set .GYi = (9 E C([-r, T,];X,(t,)); q,, = 0, IIvJc, < d’, 
0 < t < T,}. Then we have ]]F(u + t, qr + $0+,)]] <N for all 0 < t < T,,, and 
qE.il/,, since ]]~~+$~+~-v]]~,&d +d-d’=d 
Consider the transformation 
S:xo -+ W-r, T,,,]; X,(to)) 
defined by (Sq)(t) = (t, W(t + u. s + a) F(u + s, $m+S + qS) ds for 0 < t Q T, 
and (SV)~=O. Note that jh W(t +a, s +u)F(u +s, Go+, + ~Jds is in 
W “(to)> and A”(6-J) j:, W(t + u‘r s+u)F(u+s, $,+,+v,)ds= 
j:,A”(t,) W(t+u, s+u)F(u+s, 60+,+I/S)ds by [ll, pp. 153, 
Theorem 201. Finding fixed points of S is equivalent to finding solutions of 
Eq. (2.1). If q is a fixed point of S then we can define v,+! = FU+, + qr for 
t > 0 and 
v(u+t)= W(t+u,u)q(O)+ I1 W(t+u,s+u)F(s+u,v,+,)ds 
-0 
.t+0 
= W(t + u, a) ~(0) + j. W(t + ur s) F(s, u,) ds. 
For t-u>0 we have 
v(t) = u(t - u + u) = Wt, a) ~(0) + jt W(t, s) F(s, 0,) ds, t>o 
-2 
and 
v, = rp. 
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We claim that S,: X0 +X0. First (Sq),, = 0 and 
< N (’ JIAa(to)A +(t + a)11 IIA”(r + a) W(r + 0, s + o)ll ds 
-0 
~NK(o,B)~K(P)l,tlr--sl-Dds 
<NKK(‘J)T,/l -pQ?. 
This implies Il(S~),llC, < d’. 
The family ((Sq)(t) I q E.&j is an equicontinuous family. Let 0 < t, < 
I, < T,, then 
IIWIW,) - (~rt)Ml, 
= 
/I 
if’ I” w(t, + u, s + a) F(u + s, Cp’,,, + s,) ds 
-0 
- (.r*~~(~~) W(t,+u,s+u)F(u+s,$o+,+~,)ds 
-0 I/ 
< 
II 
J-)4”(r,)(W(r, + c-7, s + a) 
- w(tz + u, s + a)) @J + s, rP’,+, + rl,) ds 
II 
+ 
II 
ff* I” w(tz + u, s + a) F(u + s, @c+.s + a,) ds 
-tl II 
II 
.I, -E 
G 1, 
A”(f,)( W(t, + u, s + a) 
- W(t, + u, s + 0)) F(u + s, cp’,,, + tl,) ds 
II 
+ !;;-e II 
A”(f,)( W(t1 + or s + a) 
- w(t,+u,s+u))~(u+~,~~+~+~~)d~ 
/I 
+KK(a)N/l-alf*-r,I’-” 
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l/J 
I,-E < o An(to)[e-‘tl+u-S)A’S+O) 
- e-(t~tO-s)Ac(s+O)] F(a + s, $u+, + qs) ds 
J-6 
+ II .I0 
-‘h+o--T)A’T)@(r, s + u) dr 
.I:+* 
- 
J 
e-‘tz+~--T)A’r’)@(r, s + u) dr 
SC0 
xF(o+s,Fn+s f v,>ds 
KK(a)iv(t, - t, + &)‘-a 
l-a 9 
where inequality (2.6) and the definition of FV(t, + u, s + u) have been used. 
Since ]] @(t, s)]] ,< C )I - s]‘-’ and ]]F(s + u, Gofs t qs)(] < N it is true that 
IlW)(f,> - wI)(mI 
< K(a, 1) EN Ji’-” I] A@,) 
X [e- (t,+u-sM(r+o) _ e-(tzto-sL4(s+o) 1 dsll 
+ K(a, 1) KNC Act,) 
x le ‘t,to-?L4(T) _ e-u*+o-rL4(r) III 
xjr-(~+a)/‘-‘dzdst 
ZX(a)Nlt,-t,/‘-” 
l-a 
+ E(a) N.spa 
-- 
KK(a) N(t, - f, t c)‘-~ 
l-a 
+ l-a 
The operator valued function A(r) eprAfs) is uniformly continuous in (t, 5, s) 
for 0 < t < T, z < r < T, and 0 < s < T where z is any positive number [3, 
p. 1141, an the equicontinuity of ((Ss)]t(: 1 EX~] follows. 
The set ((S?)(t) 1 q E .X0) is precompact for each fixed f E l--r, T,]. 
A -4(ro) is compact for all /I E (0, 1 ] since A -‘(to) is compact by condition 
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(Ad). Therefore, for any /I such that 1 > p > a > 0 and f E [-r, To] the set 
((A4(to) Sq)(t)) is bounded in X since 
II~4(~o)(s~)(~)ll = 
< ~@+V ff (t - s) -’ ds < @@a)/( 1 - /I?)) NT:-‘. 
-0 
Now, since the mapping A -4: X--f X,(to) is compact for each /I > a we have 
that {G%)(f) I v f41 is precompact and therefore by the Arzela-Ascoli 
theorem {(Z+)(f) ] tl E &} is a precompact set of C,. 
Since the function F: D + X is continuous, there exists for each E > 0 a 
a>0 such that SUPO<s<T, II v(s) - ?(Sll, < 6 implies 
SUP~<~<~, IF’@ + sy c&+~ + v,) - F(a + L Go+, + rlJl < E. Thus for 
f E IO, Ll and SUP~~~<~, MS) - WII, < 6 we have 
wlm - m)(~L = /I j; AQ(fo) w + 09 s + 0) 
+ 9s) - F(u + s, Go+s + %)I ds 
II 
< EF(a)e 1.’ (t - s)-” ds ( 
if&x) T;-“E 
-0 l-a * 
This yields the continuity of the mapping S from 3; into 
CCL-r, Ll; K(fo)). 
Applying Schauder’s fixed-point theorem to the mapping S we have our 
results. 
Remark. Our proof essentially follows that of Travis and Webb [8]. A 
principal difference arises in our proof of the equicontinuity of the family 
{(So)(f): q E X0}, since W(f, s) is not necessarily uniformly continuous in 
the operator topology jointly in f and s. We also point out that in [8] the 
compactness of the semigroup is used to show that the family 
((Sty)(f): q E X0} for fixed f E [0, T,] is precompact. The assumption A -’ is 
a compact operator would also suffice since T(f) is assumed to be an 
analytic semigroup and therefore continuous in the operator topology. It is 
clear that our results reduce to Proposition 2.1 of [8] in case A(t) = A for all 
f E [0, T]. 
The following theorem gives conditions under which the solution of 
Eq. (2.1) is in C’((u. u + T,);X). 
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PROPOSITION 2.2. If F: D + X is locally H6ider continuous in both 
variables then every solution of Eq. (2.1) corresponding to a Htilder 
continuous initial function rp is a solution of Eq. (2.2) for t E (0, T,]. 
Proof: From results found in [ 3, pp. 16 1, and 1631 it is true that 
II@ + h) - uWll, < IM”(to)(W + hv 0) - W, 0)) dO)ll 
+ J--+, 
II 
A “(to) W(t + h, s) F(s, u,) ds 
- 
J 
-‘A “(to) W(t, s) F(s, u,) ds 
0 /I 
< C(a, 1) IIA”@) (ill h’-a 
+ C(a)h’-“(llnhl + 1) max IIF(s, u,)& 
o<sCt+h 
Sincea<lwecanchooseO<~<lsuchthatO<l-a-/?<l.Thenwe 
can write 
II@ + h) - u(t)(l, Q C(a, 1) II~(o)u)(O)I~ h’h’-“-’ 
+ C(a) h’(llnhI + 1) max IIF(s, u,)ll h’-“-‘. 
O<s<t+h 
Since the quantity h4 is bounded by (b -a)’ for any 0 < b < T, and since 
t4 In t approaches zero as t approaches zero, implying the boundedness of 
h4(l In h( + 1) on [0, T] for any T > 0, the solution u(t) of Eq. (2.1) is Holder 
continuous on [o, b] for each 0 < b < T,. 
The Holder continuity of u(t) and (p implies that 
llu tfh - UtII, < KhYv for some K > 0 and 0 < y < 1 
and from the Holder continuity of F we have 
IlW + k %+d-F(t, ut>ll U41hls + Iiut+h - utll’) 
<L(h” +KhyS)<MhW 
forsomeM>OandO<w< 1. 
The function g(t) = F(t, ut) is Holder continuous in t and therefore by 
[3, Theorem 32, p. 1091 the function 
u(t) = W(t, a) (p(O) + \-t W(r, s) g(s) ds 
.LT 
is a solution of u’(t) = -A(t)u(t) + g(t). 0 <t Q T,. That is, u(t) is a 
solution of Eq. (2.2). 
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3. CONTINUATION AND ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose that F: D +X takes closed bounded sets in D 
into bounded sets in X. If u(t) is a noncontinuable solution of Eq. (2.1) with 
initial function rp E C, existing on [a - r, b), then either b = +oo, or given 
any closed bounded set U in D, there exists a sequence tk + b- such that 
Ok? UlJ @G u* 
Proof: Suppose b < +a~ and the conclusion of the theorem is false. Then 
there exists a closed bounded set U in D such that (t, z+) E U for u Q t < 6. 
Since F(LI) is bounded we can apply the argument of Lemma 2.2 to show 
that for u < t < t + h < b ]]u(t + h) - u(t)]], < Kh” for some K > 0 and 
0 < y < 1. Hence u(t) is uniformly continuous on [u -r, b) and so 
lim I+bb- u(t) exists and so u(t) can be extended to a continuous function on 
[a - r, b]. Since (6, r+,) E D, one can find a solution of Eq. (2.1) through this 
point to the right of 6. This contradicts the non-continuability hypothesis of 
u and the theorem is proved. 
The following assumptions are made: 
/IA”(t) W(t, r)ll < Kew(‘-“(t - r)-u, t--r>>, w<o 
IIA”(t,) W(t, T)]] < Kew(‘-‘)(t - 5)-O, 
(3.1) 
where K and E are independent of t, r and W(t, r) is defined for all 
o,<a<t<w. 
F(., .) is continuous in both variables and satisfies (3.2) 
II m PII G Ull v IL + Wh 
where h(t) is continuous on [0, co) and L < ewr(-W)l-a/zr( 1 - a). Under 
the above assumptions, solutions of Eq. (2.1) can be extended to all t > 0 by 
appealing to Proposition 3.1. 
It can be shown that bound (3.1) exists, if, besides (Ai)-( it is 
required that sup, < I+sC o. llA(t) A -‘(s)]] < co and there exists a closed 
operator A(co) with bounded inverse and domain D(A) such that /(A(t) - 
A(w))-4 -‘Wll-+ 0 as t + 0, see [3, p. 1531. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Suppose that conditions (3.1) and (3.2) hold, then a 
solution u(t) of Eq. (2.1) satisfies 
(0 II u,lL, is bounded as t--f 00 tfh(t) is bounded, 
(ii) II u,IIce = Wsr), where o + (e-“‘ELT(l - a))“‘-” < 6 < 0 if 
h(t) = O(e”), and 
(iii) ](z+]],-, = o(1) ifh(t) = o(l). 
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ProoJ For y such that (e”‘KLI’(1 - a))“‘-n + o < y < 0, define S, = 
supUCSGt{e-YS 11 u,llc,) and H, = supUGsGl{e-ys IhI(s For I > u + r, 
/Ii 
t+e 
+ ‘4 “(to) qt + 8, s) qs, u,) ds cl Ill 
<epY’ sup 
I 
Ke”‘t+e-u’(t + 8 - a)-= IIrp(O)II 
-r<e<o 
+EL 
.t+e 
J 
e”“+e-s)(f + O- ~)-~((lu~ll~ + h(s)) ds 
D I 
< sup 
I 
e-Yt~e”‘t+‘-“’ 
CL+ 8 - 0) --a ii fmll 
-I-GO<0 
.t+e 
+KL 
! 
e-(y-“)(t+e-s)(t + 0 - s)-“ewe-ys(J(u,(I, + h(s)) ds 
II I 
< sup 
I 
e-YtKe 
-r(e<o 
w(t+e+o)(f + e-0)-0 II~(o)ll 
+ ELe-wY ittee- ‘y-w)(t+e-s’(f + e - s)-“(St + H,) ds 
-0 I 
< ecYfKe”“-Y-“‘(t - y - u)-U Ilfpllc, 
+ Z?LemWYT(l - a)(y - o)~-‘(S, + H,). 
Here we have assumed t > y + u and used the gamma function formula 
j-2 ecbttra dt = r( 1 - a)/3a-1 for 0 < a < 1, /3 > 0, (see [lo, p. 2651). 
Since St is increasing as a function of t we have from the above inequality 
that 
S < e-YfKe”‘t-Y-“‘(r - y - u)-~ IIq(O)ll, + C(y)(S, + H,), IL 
where C(y) = epwyELT(l - a). Since C(y) < 1, 
St G (1 - W)>-‘~~Ild0Ila + WW,I, 
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where t > T for some T so that e- w’y+“)(T- y - a)-O & 1. Thus for t > T 
the inequality 
is true. 
II~,llc, Q eY’(l - w-‘[m(owl, + Cb)ff,l (3.3) 
If h(t) is bounded then eY’H, = supons<l(eYfe~ysh(s)} < sup,,,,,{h(s)}, 
and the right side of (3.3) is bounded for t > 0; thus as a function 
of t, ]]uJc is bounded on [0, co). If h(t) = O(e”‘), 
where o + (e-“w’KLT( 1 - a))‘/‘-a < 6, choose y = 6, then H, = 
sup0cs,,(e-6”h(s)) < sup,G,Gl{e-JY’e*s~ ,< K’, where K’ is a constant 
independent of t. Therefore, the right side of (3.3) is O(e6’) and so ]] u,]jc, = 
O(e”). If h(t) = o(l), then 
+ ey(‘-“)(l - C(Y))-‘C(Y) ng$t, Ih(s)I 
+ (1 - CO))-‘C(Y) ,“,“p,, {h(s)\. 
I . 
This implies /I u,]]~, = o( 1). 
Proposition 3.2 is similar to a result of Webb [9] for ordinary dfferential 
equations in a Banach space. 
4. EXAMPLE 
As indicated in Section 1 we illustrate how the above theory can be 
applied to partial functional differential equations. Consider the system 
u&$, r) = a(-& f)U,, + f(u(+y, f - r), u,(x, t - r)), 
O<x<n, O<t<T 
u(0, t) = u(n, t) = 0, 
4x3 0 = &, t), o<x<n, -r<t<o, 
where ur - a(x, t)u,, is a uniformly parabolic differential operator with 
a(x, t) continuous on 0 < x < 71, 0 < t < T, and uniformly Holder continuous 
41)9’RR ‘2 I ( 
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in t and f: R x R + R,f(O, 0) = 0, andf is continuous in its first variable and 
Lipschitz continuous in its second variable. Under these assumptions A(r)v = 
-a(~, t)v”, D(A) = {tj E L*(O, rr) = X: u, o’ absolutely continuous, u” E X, 
v(0) = u(x) = 0) generates an evolution system satisfying assumptions 
(A, - A4) of Proposition 2.1, see [3, pp. 134-1373. For some lo E [0, T] the 
operator A “‘(t,,) can be defined on D(A “2(to)) = {u E XI u absolutely 
continuous, u’ E X, u(0) = u(r) = O} by A “‘(f,)u = (a(t,, x))‘12u’ for 
u E D(A “*(to)). Now defining the function F: Cl,? +X by F(p)(x) = 
.m(-w)~ cp(-r)‘(x)), (P E Cl,,, we have that F is well defined and 
continuous by arguments in [8, pp. 140-1411. 
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